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The theory of models for elementary (often called "first order") axiom

systems has grown considerably in the last years. This theory has been de-

veloped both for its own interest and as a tool for algebra. There is no cor-

responding development for model theory for higher order systems. One im-

portant reason for this is that much of the first order theory is based on the

Godel completeness theorem or extensions of this theorem guaranteeing the

existence of models for consistent sets of formulas. For consistent sets of

higher order formulas there need be no models; the Henkin completeness

theorem of [2 ] merely assures the existence of general models.

There are, however, formulas <p which we call (strongly) standard [with

respect to the set of formulas H] such that if Mi is a general model [for H]

and M2 is a (general) model [for H] and if Mi and M2 have the same ground

class (and the higher order universes of M2 include those of Mi) then either

Mi is not a general model for <p or M2 is a (general) model for <p. All elementary

formulas are strongly standard; on the other hand for standard (a fortiori

for strongly standard) formulas much of the elementary theory carries over.

The main problem we consider is the syntactic characterization of (strongly)

standard formulas^).

We call two closed formulas (logically) equivalent [relative to H] if every

(general) model [for H] is a general model for both or neither. From Theorem

I we obtain a sufficient syntactic condition for a formula to be strongly stand-

ard. It follows from Theorems II and III that if H is any finite (or infinite)

set of formulas <p is (strongly) standard relative to H only if it is (logically)

equivalent relative to H (and the union of a certain set of formulas $«,h) to

a formula having the syntactic property referred to in the preceding sentence.

Since logical equivalence can be defined syntactically, as was shown in [2],

we have syntactic conditions which are sufficient for (relative) strong stand-

ardness. For a large class of H we obtain necessary and sufficient syntactic

conditions for <p to be strongly standard relative to H. For finite H we show

that any formula standard relative to H must be equivalent relative to H

Presented to the Society, August 24, 1956 under the title Regular classes of relational
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('1 That formulas obtained from elementary ones by prefixing existential quantifiers are

standard was observed and made use of by Henkin in [3 ]. In [5 ] Mostowski discusses a semantic

property closely related to properties considered in this paper.
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to a formula with the syntactic property in question; of course the relation

of equivalence is not syntactically definable.

In §2 some related results on model theory are presented. Applications of

standard formulas are indicated.

1. We now describe the version of the predicate calculus we shall deal

with. The set of type symbols, T, is the intersection of all T" such that i£T",

and if n, • • • , t„£T" then (n • • • t„)£T", where re = l, 2, • • • . The rank of

i is zero, the rank of (n • • • t„) is re; the order of i is zero, the order of

(ti • • • Tn) is one more than the maximum of the orders of r,-, 1 ^i^n.

For every natural number re and every t£T, XT-n is a variable of type r.

(We shall use X, Y, Z to represent variables of arbitrary type; the same let-

ters with subscripts will be used to represent variables of the type indicated

by the subscript.)

Let A be any function on T such that for distinct r, t'£T A(t) and A(t')

are disjoint sets, and the range of A contains no variables. A(t) will serve as

the set of object symbols of type r for the system Fa which we now describe.

A constant of type r is a member of A (t). A term of type r is a variable or

constant of type r. If t is a term of type r the order of t is the order of r. A

primitive symbol is a term or one of the following list of symbols: "V", " A">

"—1", "£", "(", ")", ",", " = ". A primitive formula is either an expression of the

form t(h, ■ ■ ■ , tn), where t is a term of type (n • • • t„) and ti is a term of

type Ti, i= 1, • • • , re, or an expression of the form Si = s2, where si, s2 are terms

of the same type. The class of formulas is the least class containing all primi-

tive formulas and such that if <pi, <b2 are in the class and X is a variable then

<£iV</>2, <biA<t>2, |0ii (EX)qbi, (X)<f>! are in the class. (We shall often use

small Greek letters to designate formulas.) We write </>0</>2 as an abbreviation

for |0iV</>2 and 4>i=<p2 as an abbreviation for (<7JO</>2) A(</>2Z)c£i). Whenever

we use two expressions of the form <b(t), <p(s) in the same context we are indi-

cating that these are the expressions resulting from a certain expression by

substituting t or s, respectively, for the same free variable. We say </> is a

formula if 0 is a formula in some system Fa- If $ is a set of formulas K$ is

to be the set of all constants appearing in the formulas of $. We will not dis-

tinguish between formulas and unit classes of formulas, e.g. K<p will be

written for K\(b}.

A formula containing no variables of order greater than 0 and no con-

stant of order greater than 1 will be called elementary.

Following Henkin [2] we now introduce general models. A frame is a

function G on T such that G(i) is a nonvoid set and for all natural numbers

re and all n, • • • , r„£T, G((n ■ ■ ■ r„)) is a nonvoid subset of the set of all

subsets of the cartesian product G(n)X • ■ • XG(rn). If for all natural num-

bers re and all n, • • ■ , t„£T, G((ti ■ • ■ r„)) equals the set of all subsets of

G(ti)X • • ■ XG(rn) G is a standard frame. G\<G2 is to hold if and only if

Gi(l)=G2(i) and Gi(t)QG2(t) for all r£T.
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If G is a frame, a function tt is a G-structure if and only if (1) the domain of

7T is a set of constants of some FA, (2) if aEA(r) and in the domain of tt w(a)

EG(t). it is a structure if and only if there is a frame such that tt is a G-struc-

ture.

If G is a frame a G-assignment is a function v whose domain is the set of

all variables and which satisfies v(X) EG(t) if r is the type of X.

An ordered pair (G, w) such that G is a frame and w a G-structure is a

general model, or, for the sake of brevity a g-model; a g-model (G, 7r) such that

G is a standard frame is a model. If (G\ tt'), (G, t) are two g-models (G', tt')

<(G, tt) is to hold just in case G'<G and 7r'=7r.

A g-model (G, ?r) is admissible for a set of formulas <£> if K<t> is included in

the domain of tt.

Let <p be a formula, (G, tt) a g-model admissible for <f>, v a G-assignment.

p satisfies <p in (G, tt) is defined by induction on the number of logical oper-

ators occurring in <?>. For this purpose we introduce the function rr, agreeing

with tt on K<p and with v on all variables.

(1) If <f> is t(h, • • • , tn) v satisfies <p if and only if ir,(t)(irt(ti), • • • , wr(tn))

holds;
(2) if <f> is h = t2 v satisfies <p if and only if 7r„(Ji) is identical with Trv(t2) ;

(3) if (p is not primitive v satisfies c/> if and only if it does so according to

the usual inductive definition (cf. [2]).

If $ is a set of formulas and (G, 7r) an admissible g-model v satisfies $ if

and only if it satisfies each formula of <$. In case all G-assignments v satisfy

<t> we say (G, ir) is a g-model for 3> or <£ holds true in (G,ir). €>i (logically) implies

<J>2 [relative toH] if for every (general) model admissible for $>i and $2 [which

is a g-model for H] every assignment satisfying <&i satisfies $2. Then (logical)

equivalence [relative toH] is defined as the corresponding two way implication.

A set of closed formulas <$ will be called (strongly) standard [relative to H]

if and only if for every general model (G', 7r) for $ [in which H holds] and

every (general) model (G, w) [in which H holds] such that G'<G, (G, ir) is a

(general) model for <£.

If <J> is standard and consistent it has g-models by [2], and therefore

models. In fact much of the theory of elementary classes carries over to give

more detailed information about models for $. Every set of elementary

formulas is of course actually strongly standard.

It is obvious that the relativized concepts will be of interest. In particular

one may be interested in the case where H is some set of axioms for a class of

algebraic systems; also the case where H is a set of axioms for set theory is

of interest. One may wish to take for H, for example, all instances of the

comprehension axiom; note that for this important case our results completely

solve the problem of characterizing strongly standard formulas relative to H.

For single formulas the concepts dual to those above can be introduced

by defining a closed formula <f> to be (strongly) standard decreasing [relative
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to H] just in case |</i is (strongly) standard [relative to H]. We proceed to

the problem of characterizing (strongly) standard decreasing formulas; obvi-

ously the dual problem is solved by dualizing the solution.

In connection with the following definitions it is important to remember

that Z) and ■ are not primitive symbols of our formalism.

<t> is \-simple if no higher order quantifier occurs in the scope of a |-

symbol. <f> is in normal form if it is a closed formula in prenex form with the

matrix in disjunctive normal form.

Let i, X stand for particular occurrences of a term t and a variable X

in a formula <b. We say / immediately secures X in <b if and only if

(1) <f> is i=X or X = /or t( ■ ■ ■ , X, ■ ■ ■ ), or

(2) <b is <pi(X, i)A<l>i(X) or <p2(X) A<pi(X, t), X, X being free occurrences

of X in <j>\, <j>2 respectively, / immediately secures X in tpi, and V does not

occur in (pi, or

(3) / immediately secures X in c/>i and cpi is a subformula of </> such that

<pi is not in the scope of a     |-sign.

A sequence of occurrences (X, k, ■ ■ ■ , t„) will be called a securing chain

in cp of X if

(a) k immediately secures X in <f>,

(b) ti+i immediately secures ii in c/>,

(c) /„ is an occurrence of a constant or a variable bound by a universal

quantifier.

The number re is the length of the securing chain. When (a)-(c) hold

/„ secures X. A minimal securing chain for X is a securing chain for X of

minimal length. X (immediately) depends on Y if there is a minimal securing

chain for X in which F occurs (as first component after X).

An occurrence of a variable in a formula will be called proper if it is not

part of a quantifier. A formula </> is secure if it is closed and |-simple and for

every proper occurrence of a higher order variable in <p which is existentially

bound there exists a securing chain in (p of that occurrence. <f> is order secure

if <p is secure and, if (EX), (EY) are occurrences of higher order quantifiers,

then either no occurrence of X bound by the first quantifier depends on an

occurrence of Y bound by the second quantifier or no occurrence of F bound

by the second quantifier depends on any occurrence of X bound by the first

quantifier.

Lemma. 4 secure formula 4> is logically equivalent to an order secure formula

in normal form.

Proof. It is easy to check that any secure formula is logically equivalent

to a secure formula in normal form if one notes the following fact: If / secures

X in <p and / occurs in a subformula y of tp, then y is not in the scope of a

|-symbol.

Now let <p be a secure formula in normal form and let p be the number of
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disjunctive components in the matrix of <p. Let Xi, • • • , Xt be a listing of all

higher order variables occurring existentially quantified in the prefix of <p,

ordered in such a way that for 1 ^i<j^t the order of Xt is not less than that

of Xj. If <p is not order secure let (v, i, j) be the lexicographically first triple

satisfying l^v^p, l^i<j^t, and some occurrence of X( in the flth dis-

junctive component of <j> immediately depends on some occurrence of X, in

the nth disjunctive component of <p. Note that the condition on (v, i,j) implies

that Xt = Xj or Xj = Xt occurs un-negated in the z>th disjunctive component of

4>. Modify <p by interchanging all occurrences of Xt and Xj in the nth disjunc-

tive component; this leads to a logically equivalent formula. Repeating this

process a finite number of times the desired order secure formula is obtained;

to see this one needs only to check that at each step after the first one the

relevant (v, i, j) lexicographically follows the (v, i, j) used at the preceding

step.

We now explain some notions that will be useful in the proof of Theorem

I. Let i/'bea quantifier free formula in which the free variables are Xi, ■ ■ ■ ,

Xi in order of appearance from left to right. Let r< be the type of Xi, i

= 1, • • • , 4. Then each g-model (G, ir) admissible for ip associates with this

formula a truth function ^*(£i, • • • , £4), where £, is a variable ranging over

G(t/), i = l, ■ ■ ■ , 4, and ip*(ni, • • • , nt) is true (false) if the assignments

which assign ws to Xi, i — 1, • ■ ■ , 4, satisfy (do not satisfy) ip. If <j> is the for-

mula (EXi)(X2)(X3)(EXi)\p there is associated by (G, tt) a truth-functional

0*(£2, £3; 171, 174), where £2, £3 are as above, 771 is a variable ranging over func-

tions of zero arguments with values in G(ti), and 774 is a variable ranging over

functions from G(t2)XG(t3) into G(n) and <p*(n2, n3; f\, fi)=ip*(f\, n2, n3,

fi(n2, n3)). Similarly truth functions are associated with arbitrary quantifier

' free formulas and truth functionals with arbitrary closed formulas in prenex

form. If for some truth functional </>*(£i, • • ■ , £»; fi, • • • ,/*) is true for all

values of £1, • • • , £s in some g-model we say/1, ■ ■ ■ , ft verify <p* in that g-

model.

Theorem I. If cp is logically equivalent (relative to H) to a secure formula,

cp is strongly standard decreasing (relative to H).

Proof. Let <p be an order secure formula in normal form. In view of the

lemma, Theorem I will follow from a proof that cp is strongly standard de-

creasing.

Let Xi, • • • , Xt be a list of all existentially quantified variables occurring

in cp, ordered in such a way that for 1 ^i<j^t it is never true that Xi is a

higher order variable such that some occurrence of Xf depends on some

occurrence of Xj. Let <£*=<£**(£; 171, • • • , 77,), where £ is the vector made up

of the universal arguments of <p, and 77* is the argument corresponding to Xt.

Let (G', ?r) <(G, x) and assume/i, • • • ,f, verify <p* in (G, tt)(2). We show

(2) The functional </>* depends on the model (G, ir). Instead of exhibiting this dependence

explicitly, say by a subscript, we use phrases such as "the value of <f>* in (G, x)."
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how to choose gi, • • • , gt verifying <p* in (G', x). Let re be a value of £ with

all components in G' (i.e., in the range of G'). Let »i, • • • , nt be the sub-

vectors of re appearing as arguments of /i, • ■ ■ , /( respectively, when

4>**(n;fi, • • • ,/<) is being evaluated. Let gi, • • • , gibe functions of a suitable

type such that (1) g,(re») is in G', i = \, • • • , t; (2) if /»(#,-) is in G', gi(ni)

=/,(«<). We shall show (p**(n; gi, • • • , gt) is true; so by choosing gi, • • • , gt

so as to satisfy (1) and (2) for each re in G' functions verifying <p** in (G', t)

are obtained.

Assuming now that g\, ■ • • , gt satisfy (1) and (2) and choosing re in G'

we prove by induction that 4>**(n; gi, • • • , g», /,-+i, •••,/») is true in (G, tt)

for i = 0, • • ■ , t. For i = t this is the desired conclusion, for i = 0 it follows

from the assumption that fi, • ■ • , ft verify <b* in (G, w). So suppose the

assertion holds for i^k and consider <p**(n; gi, • • • , gt, gk+i, fk+z, • ■ • , ft).

Case 1./*+i(»*+0 is m G'- Then gk+i(nk+i) =fk+\(nk+i) and the assertion

reduces to that for i = k.

CASE2.fk+i(nk+i) is not in (7. Assume 0**(re; gi, • ■ • , gk, gk+\,fk+i, ■ ■ ■ ,ft)

does not hold; we shall obtain a contradiction. For it now follows that there

is a disjunctive component y of the matrix of (p with the following properties.

Xk+\ occurs in y. And if y** is the truth function associated with y (considered

as a function of all variables occurring in the truth function of the matrix

of 4> and with the order of arguments as indicated by the succeeding formulas),

7**(«, gi(»i), • • • , gk(rik), fk+i(nk+i), • • • , /«(«<)) is true but 7**(w, gi(rei),

• • • , g*+i(«*+i),/*+s(re*+2), • • • ,/((«()) is false. Since Xk+i is secured, y must

have a conjunctive component of the form t = Xk+i or Xk+i = t or

t( ■ ■ ■ , Xk+i, ■ ■ ■ ),

where t is a constant or a universally quantified variable or an existentially

bound variable with an occurrence on which depends an occurrence of Xk+i

in 0. Thus either t* =fk+i(nk+i) or t*( ■ ■ ■ ,fk+i(nk+i), ■ ■ ■ ), where t*=ir(a),

aEK4>, or t* is a component of re or t*=gj(n.j), 1 ̂ j^k. In all cases t*, and

therefore /A+i(w*+i) is in G', contradicting the assumption that we are in

Case 2. This completes the proof of the theorem.

We now search for necessary conditions for a formula to be (strongly)

standard decreasing relative to some given set of formulas.

For the remainder of the discussion F(T> is to be some definite variable of

type (r), for each type symbol t other than t.

Let n, • • • , Tn be a finite sequence of type symbols, and let t{ , ■ ■ • , t'm

be the subsequence obtained by dropping from the original sequence all ele-

ments equal to t. Let r =(ri • ■ • t„). We define aT to be the following for-

mula:    (EXT)Y(T)(Xr)A(XT)(ZT1) ■ ■ ■    (ZJ((Y(r)(XT)AXT(ZTl, • • • ,   ZT„))

D(F(r;,(z;I)A ■ • • AY{;m)(ZO)).
Let cp be a closed formula and H a set of closed formulas. Assume none of

the F(r) occur in <£ or any formula of H. Let TJ,|H be the least set of type sym-
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bols such that (1) r is in the set if some term of type r occurs in cp or in some

formula of H, (2) if (n ■ • ■ r„) is in the set so are n, • • • , r„. TYh is to be

TYh-{i}.
If 7 is any closed formula 7« is to be the formula obtained by restricting

every variable of type r to F(t) for r^i; i.e. occurrences of (Xr)\p, (EXT)\J/

are replaced by (XT)(YiT)(XT)D$), (EXr)(YM(XT)A</0 respectively. We

write {cp; H} for the least set of formulas such that (1) aT is in the set for

every tGT^.h, (2) 77^ is in the set for every 77GH, (3) if a is a constant of

type r, tt*i, aGTCHWTCcrj then YM(a) is in the set, (4) \cpR is in the set. In

case H is finite {cp; H} is finite, and [cp, H] is to stand for the conjunction in

some order of all formulas of {cp; H}. By (Y) \[cp, H] we denote the universal

closure of | [cp, H]. It is easy to verify that (Y) | [cp, H] is logically equivalent

to a secure formula.

Let S*,h be the set of formulas {(EXM)(Xr)XM(XT)}, t£T^,h.

Theorem II. Let cp be a closed formula, H a set of closed formulas and H' a

finite subset of H; then (Y) | [cp, H' ] (logically) implies cp relative to (the union

ofE+.n and) H.

Proof. Since H</>,h holds in every model it will be sufficient to prove the

part of the theorem dealing with logical implication. So let (G, tt) be a g-

model for H, 2«,h and (F) \[cp, H']. There exist then assignments v such

that v(Y(T)) =G(t) for all tGTVh. These v must satisfy \[cp, H]; but since

H is true in (G, tt) this is possible only if they satisfy cpR. But these v satisfy

cpR if and only if they satisfy cp; it follows that (G, ?r) is a g-model for cp.

Theorem III. Let cp be a closed formula and H a finite (or infinite) set of

closed formulas. If cp is (strongly) standard decreasing relative to H then

cp (logically) implies (Y)     \[cb, H'] relative to H for some finite subset H' of H.

Proof. Let cp be strongly standard decreasing relative to H. Let H" be

obtained from H by adding (XT) (Xr = XT) for all r. Let (G, ir) be some g-model

for H and cp, and suppose there exists an assignment v satisfying {cp; H"}.

Letting G'(i) =G(i) and G'(t) =v(F(t>) for r^t one obtains a g-model (G', ir)

making H true and cp false and satisfying (G', ir) <(G, tt)(3). This contradicts

the assumption that <p is strongly standard decreasing relative to H. So H, cp

and {cp, H" } cannot be simultaneously satisfied. The completeness theorem of

Henkin [2] being available, we can infer that there is a finite subset H' of H

such that H, cp, [cp, H'] cannot simultaneously be satisfied. In other words cp

implies (F)     \[cp, H'] relative to H, as was to be shown.

A rather similar argument establishes the other part of the theorem.

In case T^H = T it is possible that E$,h holds in every general model in

(3) That (C, tt) is a g-model depends on the fact that for all 7- different from iar G \<t>; H"};

this is the reason for considering H" rather than H.
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which H holds. Results for this special case and the case H finite are summa-

rized in the following theorem.

Theorem IV. Let <b be a closed formula and H a finite (or infinite) set of

closed formulas (such that H*,h holds in every g-model of H). Then the following

conditions are equivalent.

(1) c/> is (strongly) standard decreasing relative to H.

(2) There exists a finite subset H' of H such that (f> is (logically) equivalent to

(?) H[0. H'] relative to H.
(3) (<p is logically equivalent to some secure formula relative to H.)

Note. There are only two equivalent conditions for standard decreasing

formulas; a formula c/i can be equivalent to a standard decreasing formula

without itself being standard decreasing.

Proof. Theorems II and III immediately give the implications from (1) to

(2). Since formulas of the form (F) ] [</>, H'] are logically equivalent to secure

formulas by an earlier remark, we have the implication from (2) to (3). The

implication of (1) from (3) is Theorem I.

It remains to show that if <p is equivalent to (F) \[(p, W] relative to H

then 4> is standard decreasing relative to H, where H' is any finite subset of H.

So assume the equivalence and let (G, it) be a model for (f> and H. Let (G\ w)

be a g-model for H such that (G', w) < (G, tt). Since G is a standard frame there

is a G-assignment v such that p(Y^) =G'(t) for all r other than t. v must

satisfy \[(j>, H']; but since (G', w) is a g-model for H' this is possible only

if v satisfies (J>r. It follows that (G', it) is a g-model for (p.

It may be noted that the proof of the equivalence of (1) and (2) when read

without the parenthesized parts is much more straightforward than the cor-

responding equivalence with the parenthesized parts. Indeed, if H is finite,

the formula (F) |[c/>, H] intuitively just says that <p is true when the higher

order variables are restricted to arbitrary universes satisfying the axioms H;

and so if (F) \[<p, H] and H holds in a model (G, it), <p must indeed hold in

every g-model (G', it) such that (G', it) <(G, it) and H is true in (G', tt). On

the other hand if (F) \[cp, H] and H hold in some g-model (G, w) the only

thing that seems evident is that (p holds in every g-model (G', tt) satisfying

(G', ir)<(G, tt), H true in (G', it) and G'(t) an element of G((t)) for every

t£T^,h. It is of course Theorem I that shows the italicised restriction to be

superfluous.

2. If 4 is a subset of the range of some frame G the trail of A is to be the

intersection of all sets 5 satisfying (1) 4 C5, and (2) if vES and (vi, • • ■ ,vn)

Ev then V\ES, ■ ■ ■ , vnES.

In case B is a set of constants and 7r a structure we shall write ir(B) for

{w(b):bEB}.
Consider a formula <6 in prenex form with associated truth functional

<£*(£; Vu ■ • • i Vt) such that for every g-model (G, it) of <j> there exist functions
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/i» ' ' • i ft verifying cp* in (G, ir) and such that for every value n of | and

i=l, ■ ■ ■ , t, fi(rii) is in the trail of the set consisting of the elements of

ir(Kcp) and the components of n. Such a cp is logically equivalent to a secure

formula; (there are however secure formulas not enjoying this semantic

property). If one could show that every strongly standard decreasing formula

is logically equivalent to a formula enjoying the semantic property of the

formula cp one would obtain a proof of the equivalence of (1) and (3) of Theo-

rem IV without the hypothesis involving S<,,h-

To motivate the following discussion we consider an example. Call a set

finite if it is similar to a segment of the natural numbers. It is familiar that

the concept of finite set cannot be defined by an elementary formula. Can

this concept be defined by a formula all of whose constants and variables are

of order at most one? The question is vague, and there are a number of ways

of making it precise. One way of making the problem definite which seems

natural is to ask whether there exists a formula cp of the required kind con-

taining a single constant P of type (t) such that in every model for cp P is

made to correspond to a finite set, and, conversely, for every finite set M

there exists a model for cp such that P corresponds to M. From this point of

view cp defines a class of structures (in the sense in which this word was intro-

duced in §1) rather than a class of models. We shall be considering classes of

structures such that any two structures in a class have the same domain, e.g.

the class of structures 7r with domain {P}, where P is as above and ir(P) is a

finite set. We proceed to some definitions.

Let C be a class of structures with common domain A, and $ a set of

formulas such that (a) every formula in <E> is closed, (b) K^=A. Then <£ de-

fines C if and only if (1) if (G, ir) is a model for <$ and the domain of ir is A

then it EC, (2) if irEC there exists a model (G, ir) for 3>; <£ a-defines C if

and only if (1), and (2') if irEC and (G, tt) is a model then 3> is true in (G, ir);

4> ft-defines C if and only if (1') if (G, 7r) is a model for $ and the domain of 7r

is A, then 7rGCand G(i) is included in the trail of if (A), and (2). If $ violates

(a) or (b) it does not define, a-define, or ft-define C.

Note that for every structure 7r there is a unique model (G, ir) such that

G(i) is included in the trail of the range of tt; in case f> holds in this model we

shall say $ holds in ir.

Clearly if cp a-defines C one can construct cp' /3-defining C; also, if <t>

a-defines or /3-defines C then $ defines C.

Let C be a class of structures with common domain; to C assign the class

of all models M such that (G, ir)EM if and only if irEC and (G, ir) is the

unique model with G(i) included in the trail of the range of ir. In the literature

expressions such as "<S> is an axiom system for M" are frequently used for

what we would express by "4> /3-defines C." Perhaps ^-definability is more

natural than definability for elementary axiom systems; for higher order

systems this does not seem to be the case. In any case the distinction between

these notions is not so important for elementary formulas since, according to
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Theorem IV, if C is defined by some elementary formula <p we can construct

an elementary formula <p' 0-defining C. On the other hand one obtains the

following result by a slight extension of the argument in Hintikka [4]: if </>

is a formula containing no constants of order greater than 1 and (p defines C one

can construct a formula $' containing no variable of order higher than 1 such that

tp' defines C. The constructed formula will never a-define or 0-define C.

From our point of view the significance of Skolem's paradox and other

related results is the following: there exist many simple classes of structures

C such that all structures in C have a common domain, this domain consisting

entirely of constants of order one or zero, which cannot be defined by ele-

mentary formulas. Such results are in sharp contrast to the extension of the

result of [4] mentioned in the preceding paragraph and bear out Hintikka's

point that the step from elementary formulas to formulas involving variables

of order 1 is crucial, whereas further steps up in the order hierarchy are rela-

tively less significant.

We now turn to Theorem IV. Note that if $ is a set of elementary formulas

defining a class C carrying through the construction of the proof of Theorem

IV for each <££<!> separately leads to a set of elementary formulas a-defining

C; on the other hand easy examples show that there need not exist a set of

elementary formulas 0-defining C.

Theorem IV. If <j> is an elementary formula defining the class C there can

be found an elementary formula a-defining C, and hence also an elementary

formula ^-defining C.

Proof. Let <f> be an elementary formula defining C. By renaming bound

variables in <j> we can obtain a formula in which no variable occurs in more

than one quantifier; we shall assume </> already has this form. It is easy to

write down a formula A(X) with KA(X) = K(p such that an assignment v satis-

fies A(X) in a g-model (G, it) admissible for A(X) if and only if v(X) is an

individual in the trail of ir(KA(X)). (In the proof of this theorem all variables

mentioned are individual variables.)

Clearly if <p' a-defines C <p'A(X)A(X) 0-defines C, so that it suffices to
prove the first assertion of the theorem.

Let (j>R be the formula obtained from 0 by first replacing all occurrences

of the form (EZ)6 by \(Z) |0 and then replacing all occurrences of the form

(X)* by (X)(A(X)Dt)A(X)(~fi(X)Dtf. Obviously 0B is logically equiva-
lent with 0. We shall abbreviate (X)(A(X)Df), (X)(~^A(X)D\P) by (X)+$,
(X)-\f/, respectively, and refer to (X)+ or (X)~ as positive or negative quanti-

fiers. So in 0fi all quantifiers not occurring as part of subformulas A are posi-

tive or negative quantifiers.

By the rank of a negative quantifier (X)~ we mean the number of negative

quantifiers in whose scope (X)~ stands. Let q be the maximal rank of all the

negative quantifiers in (pR.

We introduce formulas 0O, • • • , 0, such that for 0^i<q (<psAf3i) is true
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in a g-model (G, w) if and only if cpR is true in that g-model and there are

exactly i elements in G(t) not in the trail of ir(Kcp), and (cpRAftq) is true just

in case cpR is true and there are q or more elements in G(i) not in the trail of

ir(Kcp). cpR is of course logically equivalent to (cpRA0o) V ■ ■ • \Z(4>Rf\ftq)- So

to prove the theorem it will be sufficient to find formulas 0, such that

(4>R/\fti) is logically equivalent to (BiAfti) and di a-defines some class d,

i = 0, ■ ■ ■ , q. For in that case (OiAfti) defines C, and C must equal C0V ■ ■ ■

VG„ i.e., C is a-defined by 0oV ■ • • \/Bq.

First we consider the case * = 0. Let 60 be the result of replacing every

occurrence of (X)+\p/\(X)~\f/ in cpR by (X)+\f/. Clearly 0oA0o is logically equiv-

alent to <pr/\Bo- Since all quantifiers of B0 are positive (except for those oc-

curring inside A) it is clear that 0O a-defines some class, i.e., 60 has the desired

properties. This simple case provides insight into the case i>0.

So let 0 <i^q hold; we shall construct Bi. Let (X)~ be a quantifier of rank

s, and let (Xi)~, • • • , (X3)~ be the list of negative quantifiers with range

including that of (X)~. A Y-formula associated with (X)~ is any of the follow-

ing 5 + 1 formulas: X = XU ■ • • , X = XS, (X = XAA^ATiA • ■ ■ AX^XS);

the index of the first 5 of these formulas is 0, the index of the last one is 1.

In case (A')- has scope yD^p, where 7 is a T-formula for (X)~ we call 7 the

restrictor of (A^)_.

Let cp-i be cj>R. For — 1 ̂ s <q we define <j>,+i as follows: if (X)~ is a quanti-

fier of rank s + 1 in cps with scope \p replace (X)~\j/ by (X)"(-yO^)A ■ ■ '

A(X)~(yn^)^), where 71, • • ■ , yn is a complete set of T-formulas for (X)~

except that the T-formula of index 1 is omitted in case the sum of the indexes

of the restrictors of negative quantifiers having (X)~ in their scope is i. By

making this replacement for all negative quantifiers of rank s + 1 in cp, one

obtains <ps+i. Clearly cpsAfti is logically equivalent to 0s+iA0;-

Thus we obtain the formula cpq; <pqAfti is logically equivalent to cpnAfti-

In cpq consider a negative quantifier in whose scope no negative quantifiers

occur, say (X)~ with scope yZ)^P- Remembering the construction of <pq it is

simple to show that there exists a formula \p' not containing X such that the

formula obtained from cpq by replacing (X)~(y^)\p) by (X)~(yZ)^') is logically

equivalent to cpq; (for in \p any primitive formula containing X which is not

an equality formula may be replaced by falsehood and the equality formulas

X= Y or Y = X may be replaced by falsehood if F is bound by a positive

quantifier, and by truth or falsehood as dictated by the restrictors if F is

bound by a negative quantifier.) It follows that if in cbq we replace (X)-(yZ)Tp)

by (X)~( J7V^') we obtain a formula cpq logically equivalent to </>,. In cpq

replace (X)~( I7V'/'') by \p', obtaining a formula cp" no longer containing

the negative quantifier (X)~. We claim that </>," A0< is equivalent to cpq Afti-

To see this consider some g-model admissible for cpq and some assignment v.

Case 1. There exists a negative quantifier (Y)~ with restrictor 7' such that

(X)~ is in the scope of (Y)~ and     |A(F)A7' 's made false by v. In this case
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the scope of (F) is assigned the same truth value (namely truth) by v in

both 09' and 0,". Since outside the scope of (F) 09' is identical with 0a" both

formulas obtain the same truth value. Case 2. Case 1 fails to hold. Note that

(X)~(~\y\J\\>') is equivalent to (X)(~]A(X)D~[y)X/xf/'. The construction of

04 was designed so that if 0* holds and we are in Case 2 there exists an as-

signment p, differing from v at most on X and making \A(X) Al true. So if

v makes0,- true it makes (X)( |A(X)D \y) false, i.e. v assigns the same truth

value to 0a A0i and 04" A0.-.
Thus it is possible to eliminate successively all negative quantifiers, ending

up with a formula 0,- A0» logically equivalent to <j>r A#». Clearly 0,- a-defines some

class d, which was all that needed showing.

Using standard formulas one can generalize many results known for ele-

mentary formulas and thus widen the domain of applicability of these re-

sults. For instance the class of all structures 7r with domain \S, P, Q\ such

that ir(S), tt(P), tt(Q) represent, respectively, the sum, product and order

relation of a non-archimedian field is not 0-definable by any elementary set

of formulas (cf. [6]) yet can easily be 0-defined by a strongly standard

formula. Also the class of structures ir with domain \S, U\ such that tt(S)

is a group addition and 7r( U) a set of operators on the group is obviously not

definable by an elementary formula (£7 is a constant of type ((tt)), but can

be defined by a strongly standard formula.

It is our intention merely to indicate briefly how some results known for

elementary classes generalize and to mention some new problems arising in

the higher order theory.

We say that the g-model (G, it) is an extension of the model (G', tt') if

the domain of 7r includes that of it' and there is a one-one function/ mapping

the domain of G' into that of G in such a way that (a) G'(t) is mapped into

G(t) for all t, (b) f(m) =m if mEG'(i), (c) f(m)(f(mi), • • • , f(mn)) if and
only if m(m\, • • • , mn) (d) if a is in the domain of tt', f(w'(a)) =ir(a).

it is an extension of 7r' or 7r' is a substructure of 7r if there are g-models (G, t)

and (G', tt') such that the first is an extension of the second. 7r is the comple-

tion of 7r' if (1) the trail of the range of 7r equals the trail of the range of tt',

(2) tt is an extension of 7r', (3) the range of 7r equals the trail of the range of 7r.

As examples of well known theorems for elementary formulas which ex-

tend at once we mention: if $ is a set of standard formulas and (pis a standard

decreasing formula such that $ implies 0, then some finite subset €>' 0/<t> implies

0. (Note that our hypothesis on 3> is stronger than requiring $ to be standard.)

Also, if $ is a standard set of formulas and w a structure such that every substruc-

ture tt' of it whose completions have finite range has an extension in which $ is

true then ir has an extension in which <£ is true (cf. [3]).

Following Robinson [7] we say 0 is g-persistent with respect to <£> if when-

ever (G1', w') is a g-model for 0 and <3? and (G, tt) an extension of (G', w') in

which <£ is true then 0 is true in (G, w). The proof of [7] goes over with obvi-
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ous modifications to show that cp is g-persistent with respect to <3? if and only

if it is logically equivalent relative to <£ to a formula in prenex form in which

all initial quantifiers are existential. Let us call cp set-persistent with respect to

<£ if whenever (G', ir') is a g-model for $VJ{cp} and (G, ir) an extension of

(G', it') in which $ is true and such that G'(i) =G(t) then cp is true in (G, tt). It

seems possible that cp is set-persistent with respect to <& just in case it is

logically equivalent relative to $ to a formula in prenex form in which all

the higher order quantifiers are existential. In any case, this syntactic prop-

erty implies set-persistence. We note that since it is easy to write down for-

mulas that are the negations of secure formulas but which are not set-persistent

it follows that not every secure formula is logically equivalent to a formula in

prenex form in which all higher order quantifiers are universal. On the other

hand a formula in which all terms are of order at most one is set-persistent

if and only if it is strongly standard increasing.

We close with the following question: does there exist a formula cp which

is both strongly standard increasing and strongly standard decreasing but

which is not logically equivalent to an elementary formula? The answer is

trivially yes if we permit constants of all types in cp; however, if cp is to have

no constants of order higher than one the problem is unsolved.
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